AbstractÐWe study implementation issues for spatial convolution filters and their Fourier alternative, with the aim to optimize the accuracy of filter output. We focus on Gaussian scale-space filters and show that there exists a trade-off scale that subdivides the available scale range into two subintervals of equal length. Below this trade-off scale Fourier filtering yields more accurate results than spatial filtering; above it is the other way around. This should be contrasted with demands of computational speed, which show the opposite tenet.
INTRODUCTION
A Gaussian scale-space representation of a raw image f is obtained by convolution with a normalized, appropriately scaled Gaussian filter 0:
uxY ' fy 0x À yY ' dyY I with, in n-dimensions, 0xY ' I P%' P p n exp À I P kxk ' P X P Higher order derivatives require similar filterings based on derivatives of the zero order Gaussian. Note that a scale-space representation satisfies the diffusion equation
in which the evolution parameter is related to scale by ' Pt p . There are various options for implementing (1) in practice. Lindeberg considers a discrete version of the diffusion equation, maintaining a continuous scale parameter, which has the advantage that certain scale-space axioms are manifestly preserved in the discrete setting [1] , [2] . Other approaches are based on a discrete implementation of the solution instead. Among these, three techniques are particularly noteworthy. Deriche describes a recursive scheme, which in the case of scale-space filtering has the advantage that computation time is scale-independent [3] , [4] . Another way to achieve scale-independent computation time is to consider (1) in frequency space, using the well-known fact that convolution in the spatial domain becomes pixelwise multiplication in the Fourier domain. Of course, it requires a two-fold mapping of the raw image to and from Fourier space. Note that we do not need to map filters if we know their Fourier forms analytically and that if we are interested in several levels of scale and/or multiple partial derivatives, the forward transform of the raw image needs to be carried out only once. The third and most straightforward method is a direct discretization of (1) as it stands, in which case computation times will scale with effective filter size.
In this article, we investigate the latter two options and pose the following questions:
.
The criterion being accuracy of filter output, should one use spatial convolution or multiplicative Fourier filters? .
If the answer depends on scale, what is the quantitative criterion for deciding between these two domains? This is a relevant problem in multiscale image processing techniques in which accuracy may be critical, such as in some medical imaging applications. Moreover, since there is typically a trade-off, one needs to understand the exact compromise between speed and accuracy in order to make a well-motivated choice between both methods.
THEORY

Various Fourier Transforms
In continuous formulations of scale-space theory, one frequently considers an analytical Fourier transform in which image representations are modeled as analogue functions in both spatial as well as frequency domains. This type of Fourier transform, which exists only on paper, will henceforth be referred to by the acronym CFT (ªContinuous Fourier Transformº). In practice, one deals with the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)Ðor, if conditions permit, the optimized Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), cf. Brigham [5] and Nussbaumer [6] . It is therefore of interest to study the precise relation between CFT and DFT/FFT. In order to do that, it is useful to distinguish a third type of Fourier Transform applicable to infinite discrete sequences, viz. the Discrete Sequence Fourier Transform (DSFT), of which there are essentially two types, depending on which of the domains one chooses to be the discrete one. The formulas for the distinct Fourier transform pairs are listed in Table 1 for the 1D case, including conditions for sufficiency. Further details are given below.
CFT is appropriate for an analogue function gt defined on all of t P s. If g P v I s then q is continuous and bounded.
. DFT relates to a finite sequence of discrete samples 1 g x n , say n HY F F F Y x À I. DFT is operationally well-defined, cf. Numerical Recipes [7] . . hp I applies to discrete sequences of infinite length and is sort of ªin-between,º which is reflected by the lack of symmetry of the inverse expression. If the sequence g I n is absolutely convergent, i.e., if nP jg I n j`I, then the Fourier series will be uniformly convergent to a continuous, P%-periodic function q I 3. Note that this precludes nontrivial periodic sequences g I n . The Fourier spectrum is of an analogue nature, and is band-limited. .
The same reasoning holds for hp P , but with the role of function domains interchanged. All listed Fourier pairs are one-to-one. Thus, we cannot expect to gain accuracy merely by switching domains using any of the given transforms. For example, a discrete model g x n of a continuous filter gt which is very narrow, a few pixels say, will suffer from severe discretization artifacts in the temporal domain. The DFT will yield a Fourier filter q x k hampered by severe aliasing effects, cf. the wellknown sampling theorem [8] , [9] .
This argument suggests that, as far as accuracy is concerned, the choice of domain makes no difference. This conclusion is, however, premature. The trick we can exploit in order to optimize accuracy of computation (disregarding speed requirements) lies in the vertical relations of Table 1 : A discrete Fourier filter obtained by discretizing the CFT of a function given in analytically closed form differs fundamentally from the DFT of a discrete filter obtained by sampling the corresponding function in the spatial domain. We study this in detail below.
Optimizing Accuracy of Filter Output
Again, without loss of generality, we consider the 1D case. We refer to Table 1 for the notation. We start with an analytical model of a filter gt, e.g., normalized Gaussian or one of its derivatives, and assume its Fourier representation q is known in analytically closed form. Let us say we sample the temporal filter, i.e., we take
in which we have introduced a global constant , the temporal sampling interval, or ªpitchº for brevity. Clearly, this is only one step towards an implementation; we will also have to decide on a finite number of samples, thereby introducing a second system parameter x (recall Footnote 1):
With this choice of index range, we assume that gt 0t À t , shifting the base point to the center: t We want to know what it means to say that (5) is a discrete approximation of gt and to which extent it is. For simplicity, we disregard errors induced by filter truncation. This does not affect the main result obtained below, since truncation effects pertain to scale limitations at the boundaries of the physical scale range, whereas subsequent considerations will turn out to affect intermediate scales only. Table 2 contains a glossary of parameters that will be introduced in the next few sections. Please refer to this table for explanations and interrelations of symbols introduced below.
Discretization in the Temporal Domain
We disregard truncation to isolate the effect induced by discrete sampling, (4), and consider temporal filtering.
The sequence g I n has an equivalent Fourier transform q I 3 (hp I ), which we can think of as a P%-periodic cycle. The following equation relates hp I to CFT (recall (4) and Table 1 ):
TABLE 1 The Various 1D Fourier Transform Pairs Used in This Article
The only one operationally defined is DFT/FFT. The following conventions of symbols have been used: g represents a spatial filter, capital q a Fourier filter, subscripts n and k label discrete grid points in the spatial, respectively, in the Fourier domain, superscripts indicate the total number of samples in the case of discrete filters. Finally, t and are analogue time, respectively, frequency coordinates of the ideal filters, whereas ( and 3 denote analogue time and frequency constrained to a finite physical interval as explained in the text (limited by Nyquits critical time, respectively, frequency) as a result of discrete Fourier, respectively, spatial sampling.
TABLE 2 A Glossary of Scale-Related Parameters and Mutual Dependencies
The ones marked with ªdefº can be regarded as definitions.
Note the differences in dimensionality of the various quantities involved.
To prove (6), consider Table 1 , from which it follows that
Substituting 3 H and splitting up the integral into a sum of integrals over P%-intervals yields
Substituting variables once more, setting 3 H 3 P%r, and using the fact that expP%inr I for all r P , we obtain
Interchanging sum and integral in this result and comparing it with the hp I -inverse entry,
establishes the proof. (The result is evaluated at 3 .) Equation (6) relates the Fourier transform of the sampled filter (l.h.s.) to that of its ideal model (r.h.s.), which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We observe the following:
We must relate physical frequency P s to dimensionless frequency 3 P À%Y % by 3 . The physical interval comprises angular frequencies P À%a Y %a . The halfwidth of the physical frequency interval is well-known as the Nyquist critical frequency. Its numeric value depends on parametric convention; typically one encounters %a , p IaP , 3 %, or f IaP, in the various selfexplanatory frequency parametrizations. .
On the physical interval, the ideal filter gt is never perfectly realized by the sequence g I n gn due to the well-known phenomenon of frequency aliasing, the accumulation of erroneous periodic copies of q when analysed in Fourier space (all r T H terms on the r.h.s.). .
The absolute error depends on the decay of q, more precisely, on its values outside the physical interval.
Moreover, we conclude that we can always make the aliasing error negligibleÐat least if we keep away from the physical boundaries AE Ðby taking suitably small relative to filter width. In practice, the input data limit the possibility of grid refinement and we shall assume, henceforth that input data and filters are represented on identical grids. (We could then set I, measuring everything in terms of grid units, but for the sake of argument below, we won't do that.)
The aliasing error depends on frequency and on the sampling interval . Of course, it depends on any additional parameter attached to the filter, notably scale, differential order, etc. We can quantify the error as follows: Let us define the aliasing error as the ratio of spurious terms (r T H) and main term (r H) as defined on the r.h.s. of (6):
for all P À Y . A normalized aliasing error can be defined as the ratio of spurious terms and actual terms (r P ):
The normalized aliasing error is confined to the unit interval: For all and we have H " 4 pe Y I. Note that both errors have only been defined on the physical interval and that they always have appreciable magnitudes at the critical frequencies. For example, for an even filter, we have 4 pe AE Y ! IHH percent, or " 4 pe AE Y ! SH percent. For a normalized Gaussian filter with inner scale ', i.e., (2) for the 1D case,
the aliasing errors of (7) and (8) are given by
with 3 as usual, and with dimensionless resolution parameter & defined as the ratio of grid unit and inner scale: Recall Table 2 .
Here, the functions 4 X À%Y % Â s 3 s and " 4 X À%Y % Â s 3 HY I have been defined as follows: 
4Y !
This result follows by straightforward computation from (7), using the explicit form of the CFT of (9), viz.
The hyperbolic cosine arises by combining terms of positive and negative r-values pairwise in the sum on the r.h.s. of (7). Recall Fig. 1 for an illustration.
Discretization in the Frequency Domain
In the previous section, we have quantified approximation errors caused by sampling a filter in the temporal domain. Of course, we can start out from the frequency representation. This leads to results very similar to the ones already obtained. We list them here without duplication of similar proofs. Sampling a Fourier filter yields a sequence
in which p is the frequency sampling interval. Truncating its tails gives (recall footnote 1)
again assuming the centre of gravity of q half-way the field of view. Again ignoring filter truncation, the effect of discrete frequency sampling now requires us to study the relation between CFT and hp P . Again, recall Table 1 , and (14):
. Physical time relates to dimensionless time by ( tp ; the physical interval is t P À%ap Y %ap . The half-width t of this interval is the temporal counterpart of the Nyquist critical frequency. .
In the physical interval, we have temporal aliasing. . The error is caused by the spurious wraparound of temporal filter tails propagating back into the physical interval. The temporal aliasing error for a sampled Fourier filter depends on time t and frequency sampling interval p . As with frequency aliasing it can be defined as the ratio of spurious terms (s T H) and main term (s H) as defined on the r.h.s. of (16):
or as the ratio of spurious terms and actual terms (s P ):
" 4 e tY p def 4 e tY p 4 e tY p I t P Àt Y t X IV Again, we must restrict ourselves to the physical time interval and, again, we see that temporal aliasing always becomes significant near the interval boundaries: 4 e AEt Y p ! IHH percent, or " 4 e AEt Y p ! SH percent (for an even filter). For the case of (9), the temporal aliasing errors of (17) and (18) are given by
with ( tp , and with dimensionless scale parameter defined as the product of grid unit and temporal inner scale: see Table 2 .
The Trade-Off Scale
The results so far can be summarized as follows:
. Temporal sampling limits physical frequencies and causes frequency aliasing, while . frequency sampling limits the physical time scope and causes temporal aliasing. The relevant error measures have been defined in (10) and (11) and (19) and (20), respectively, both of which are expressed in terms of the functions defined in (12) and (13).
Let us now study the exact trade-off. We henceforth take identical grids in both domains (a DFT/FFT requisite: cf. Table 1) :
Given the dependencies of Table 2 (note that there are eight dependencies and 11 parameters), it is convenient to express all results in terms of two independent parameters: The number of samples x, and logarithmic scale
(Of course, only the ratio of inner scale and pitch is of interest.)
The fundamental role of scale has been extensively discussed in the literature on scale-space theory (cf. existing books and the references therein [10] , [11] , [2] , [12] ), but little has been said about the role of x, the number of degrees of freedom of the raw input data. In fact, this number constrains the ªdepthº of a scale-space image, since the physical (logarithmic) scale interval is contained in
i.e., the range between grid scale (' À Ia ) and full scope (' t ), cf. (22). The parameter x also shows up in the uncertainty principle in Table 2 : x p P%. This follows by fitting x temporal samples into the physical time range, x Pt P%ap , or, equivalently, by fitting the same number of frequency samples into the physical frequency range ( 6 p , t 6 ). Dimensionless resolution & and dimensionless scale are subject to the same uncertainty principle as the grid constants and p , yet without reference to the underlying grid: x& P%. Note also that the product of full scopes in temporal and frequency domains equals P% times the number of grid points x: Pt Â P P%x, the dimensionless counterpart of which is P Â P P%x, which gives us a physical interpretation of the number of degrees of freedom as the volume of the available space-frequency product space (divided by P%). Thus, the uncertainty principle can be stated in various ways, but the crux is invariably the same: It expresses a fundamental trade-off between local detail in one domain and global structure in the other, e.g., temporal graininess versus frequency scope, temporal inner scale versus frequency outer scale, and so forth. The product of corresponding characteristic scales always exceeds a fundamental threshold. Since the aliasing errors have been defined as relative errors in dynamic range and apply to an overlapping range of scales, they are in principle comparable. Recalling (7) and (8), and (17) and (18), let us define the aliasing error balance as
with domain tY P Àt Y t Â À Y , and subject to the following relations between sampling constants and critical parameter values:
Combining (10), (11), (19), (20), and (24), we obtain the following aliasing error balance for the case of (9), defined on (Y 3 P À%Y % Â À%Y %:
with 3 , ( tp , and with parameter dependencies given by Table 2 and (22). We can use this result to establish an accuracy criterion for deciding between temporal or Fourier implementation of our filters, at least if the effects of truncation can be ignored (the conditions of which need to be verified). The balance has been defined as a function of time and frequency, giving some leeway to semantical considerations. For example, one may exploit the (Y 3-dependency if one knows something about frequency characteristics and location of the objects of interest. In that case, one may choose to optimize within a fiducial time-frequency window (cf. Fig. 2 ).
If we need to decide between the two options in advance, we may not be able to anticipate the details of such tasks. It may also be the case that a certain task cannot easily be related to time-frequency characteristics, or that we have to face a plethora of different tasks using a standard implementation. In all these cases, it may be useful to have an unbiased accuracy trade-off. To this end, we may use suitable norms of the normalized aliasing errors to determine a rule of thumb. Recall (10), (11), (24), and (26). For a P%-periodic function " 4 X À%Y % 3 HY I, we define the norm as the expectation value presuming a uniform distribution on the unit circle:
The global aliasing error balance for a zero order Gaussian can then be defined as the ratio of norms of " 4 pe 3Y & and " 4 e (Y :
in which the norms are taken with respect to the first argument and in which the parameters & and are considered as functions of x and !. Using the balance x ! of (28) as a criterion, we may opt for . temporal implementation of convolution filters if x !`I and .
frequency implementation of multiplicative filters if x ! b I. Since x ! is a monotonically decreasing function of ! given fixed x, the trade-off scale at which global frequency and temporal aliasing errors are balanced equals
or, equivalently, expressed in terms of the time-frequency volume, 2. The reader may verify that the use of a more general norm does not affect the main conclusion in this paper; monotonicity with respect to the scale parameter turns out to be the essential property.
Note that this is exactly half way on the logarithmic scale interval, cf.
(23). In order to prove this result, note that the function k " 4 X Y $ k appearing on the r.h.s. of (23) is monotonic, whereas & and are inversely proportional. Numerator and denominator are therefore balanced iff & , in other words, using P%ax&, iff & P P%ax. Using & a', the result for logarithmic scale then follows from (22). The alternative form follows from the identity Pt Â P P%x already discussed.
We may conclude that in the fine scale region !`! Ã the frequency implementation is the preferred one, whereas for coarse scales ! b ! Ã one should consider the spatial implementation. Thus, the advantage of scale independent computation time of the Fourier method comes at the price of suboptimal accuracy, at least for the upper part of the scale interval. Because it is a balance of logarithmic scales, the trade-off scale appears rather small, e.g., for a signal consisting of x PST samples, we have ' Ã a exp ! Ã % TXR grid units. See also Fig. 2 .
CONCLUSION
We have investigated accuracy trade-offs between spatial and Fourier implementations of 1D linear filters. We have focused on the Gaussian scale-space paradigm, for which explicit results have been stated. In particular, we have derived a simple formula for the trade-off scale, which divides the logarithmic scale interval into two subintervals. Scales in the lower part of this interval are most accurately extracted by the Fourier method, whereas scales in the upper part require spatial filtering. The trade-off scale turns out to be the exact midpoint of the available logarithmic scale interval ranging from grid scale to full scope.
The conclusion concerning optimal filter implementation from the point of view of accuracy is apparently opposite to what one would expect if computational efficiency were the main criterion; in that case, one would probably opt for spatial convolutions at small scales, and Fourier techniques at large scales. Thus, in computing a scale-space representation, one should always balance the benefit of quality against the concomitant cost of computational load.
Shape Recovery from Equal Thickness Contours
Ge Cong, Member, IEEE, and Bahram Parvin, Senior Member, IEEE AbstractÐA unique imaging modality based on Equal Thickness Contours (ETC) has introduced a new opportunity for 3D shape reconstruction from multiple views. These ETCs can be generated through an interference between transmitted and diffracted beams. We present a computational framework for representing each view of an object in terms of its object thickness and then integrating these representations into a 3D surface by algebraic reconstruction. In this framework, the object thickness is first derived from ideal contours and then extended to real data. For real data, the object thickness is inferred by grouping curve segments that correspond to points of second derivative maxima. At each step of the process, we use some form of regularization to ensure closeness to the original features as well as neighborhood continuity. We apply our approach to images of a submicron crystal structure obtained through a holographic process.
Index TermsÐShape-from-X, 3D construction, shape from multiple views. ae 1 
INTRODUCTION
THE problem of shape-from-X has been a central research topic in the computer vision community. These include, but are not limited to, shape from shading, texture, contour, color, etc. These techniques have been applied in a number of ways, from images obtained in controlled environments to natural outdoor scenes that may include more than one view. In this paper, we introduce an imaging modality and the corresponding method for shape recovery, which has not yet been addressed by the computer vision community [7] , [6] . This modality is based on equal thickness contour (ETC), obtained through either extinction oscillation (at low resolution) or holographic process (at high resolution) [11] , [22] . Extinction oscillation encodes changes in the thickness as a periodic pattern (fringes) and holographic microscopy constructs this periodic pattern by interference between a reference and a hologram. This is tangentially related to radar interferometry [1] , [12] , [17] , [18] for change detection. Radar interferometry relates time evolution to phase information, whereas holographic microscopy relates thickness evolution to phase data. In the latter case, the periodicity in the gray level can be mapped to the changes in the thickness. Here, there is no phase unwrapping problem because time and phase are not wrapped around. In this paper, we focus on magnitude information, corresponding to the equal thickness contours, to construct a 3D surface. Fig. 1 shows a simulation of ETCs for a synthetic object. The main issue is that this mode of representation is inherently ambiguous since objects with completely different geometry can produce similar ETCs. For example, a sphere and a half sphere generate the same set fringe contours. This mode of imaging is different from radar interferometry since fringe contours do not encode height or altitude information. Fig. 2 shows three views of a real crystal structure that will be used for shape recovery. A small angle of rotation between these views is indicated by the changes in the fringe patterns. 
